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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

“Courage is being
scared to death,
but saddling up
anyway.”
		
John Wayne

I saw this quote on a plaque going out the door of the tack room of an
exceptionally nice private indoor arena. I had been in and out of the
same room several times during the day, but had not noticed the saying until after I had eaten a large slice of humble pie.
We were into the second day of our good friend and article contributor,
Monty Bruce’s, Extreme Cow Camp. The goal for the day was to work
on our cutting skills, on good cattle, with an excellent coach. I was riding my own horse with tons of cow and natural ability, but unfinished,
as am I. We are both a work in progress with a shortage of riding time.
I was pushing him too hard. He was sore and I was nervous, which is
a recipe for trouble and we both came unglued.
Long story made short, I hit the
sand with enough force to skin my
forearm through my long sleeved
shirt. Note: Can you imagine what
this might have looked like had I not
been wearing the long sleeves?
Monty, seeing the concern of my
peers that were mounted around
me, let them know that this was
not my first time down and would
be back up. So that is exactly what
happened, we caught my horse and
up I went, sore and embarrassed. I
rode back into the corner and kept
turning cattle back for the other
riders. I was more than a little frustrated and somewhat dazed.
Then Monty, being the good friend
that he is and a great teacher, asked
me to ride one of his well trained
and seasoned horses and to experience a good cut. For a second my thoughts were to take the chicken’s
way out and pass, but I decided to keep moving forward with my quest
to learn more and ride better. The good ride on a good horse was exactly what I needed to show me the correct way to cut and keep me
excited about the sport of the reined cow horse.
The final day of reining and fence work was completed on a fantastically trained and experienced mare that helped me to overcome my
anticipation of working cattle on the fence. It was a thrilling and rewarding experience. This mare taught me more than I can successfully
relate to you.
The moral of the story is to keep riding if you are at all able to. If you
want to learn well and be safe, find a seasoned and well-trained horse
to start on. It will be the best investment that you will make in your
horse related future. Find the right coach that you trust, like I have in
Monty. Make sure that your horse stays sound and healthy and check
their condition often during your rides. If they hurt, so will you…
I am certainly not John Wayne, but I do not want to quit living my
dream of continually learning from and riding with people and horses
that are better than I am. My horse is, or will be, a super star but it is
my responsibility to make sure that happens in its own time and in the
correct way.
May God bless you with safety and give you the courage to keep saddling up.
Rahn Greimann, Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest
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Modern Training

Psychology
by Al Dunning

In many ways, modern horses have life
easier than did their ancestors. Hoof-care,
dentistry, pristine shelters, and excellent
feed and supplementation are but a few of
the perks for a horse of the present era.
However, when it comes to the psychology of
training, it is arguable that the hardworking,
old-time ranch horse had it better than the
show horse of today.
Most colts nowadays are enclosed in a
4-walled environment and asked to move in
ways they never would at liberty. They’re
told to trot or ope, lap after lap, going nowhere and with no purpose. Riders teach
horses to side-pass, arc and flex, and to turn
around and around, and try to train through
any obstinacy as it arises. Although all horses in the process of becoming broke sometimes challenge training, modern riders face
many struggles rooted in this plain fact – the
horse today sees no apparent reason for his
movements other than that his rider requires
him to do so.

For the working horse of yesteryear, all the
demands the rider placed on a horse made
sense in a form-to-function way, for he had
a task-oriented job to which every maneuver
related. As soon as a colt was accepting of
a rider aboard, the colt was out on the range
for a long day’s work. He was lined-out toward a destination and along the way learned
to steer left and right, and to stop and back
while controlling cattle. The everyday task
of navigating a sage-covered hillside offered
a tremendous training session for the green
mount. He learned to neck-rein while working his way through the brush; every rock in
they way became another opportunity for his
rider to teach the colt proper steering. In a
timely fashion, the horse came to associate
the rider’s cues with a job, which gave the
colt a purpose, a reason to comply.

ment must be cultivated that allows him to
relate his rider’s demands to a reason and to
receive a reward for his compliance.

In contemplating the mentality of such a
horse’s equine counterparts today and the
demands placed on them, a sense of compassion and empathy is surely due contemporary horses. Most modern horse trainers never have an opportunity to train in a
working-ranch environment. With horses
nowadays confined to arenas, it is imperative that each horse’s learning process be
made as stress-free as possible; an environ-

Dunning’s ability to reach people
comes from his love of horses and
out of respect to the mentors in his
own life.

Al Dunning is credited with
32
world-championship
and
reserve-championship titles. The
knowledge and passion he shares
in his clinics, videos, and lessons
have molded not only average
students, but also some of today’s
most successful professional horse
trainers.

Follow us on all your favorite
Social Media Sites @HorseDigest

Visit Us online at
PerformanceHorseDigest.com
or HorseDigests.com
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MONTY BRUCE

WORLD CHAMPION REINED COWHORSE TRAINER &

PROUD MEMBER OF TEAM LIFELINE

“I continue to be amazed by the overall health, endurance and recovery times I see
with the horses on LIFELINE. The bottom line is I’m sold on this product and will
continue to make it a part of my program.”

Learn more at WatchThemThrive.com
or call 1.855.91.HORSE (46773)
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CRITICAL Keys to Success...
Find the Right Horse and the
Right Trainer with the
Right Program.
by Monty Bruce

bottom line is that I’m sold on LIFELINE and will continue to make this a
part of my program in the future.”
For anyone wanting to dive into the
world of performance horses and
competitive riding, several key elements have to fall into place. The most
important pieces of this puzzle are
finding the right horse, and the right
trainer with the right program. This
can be a tough combination to come
by and it’s important to be patient and
not allow your enthusiasm to lead you
into a purchase or contract you’ll regret. A hasty horse purchase or a partnership with the wrong trainer could
cost you more than just money – your
time and emotional investment must
also be counted.

In the world of performance horses and competitive riding, the critical keys to success are finding the right horse, and the right trainer with the
right program. This can be a tough combination to
come by and it’s important to thoroughly research
your options. Everything you hope to achieve as a
competitive rider hinges on your horse’s health,
which is a complicated matter that can overwhelm even the most seasoned industry veteran.
Fortunately, “horse people” are a tight-knit group
and it’s not difficult to find a circle of knowledgeable people you can trust and turn to for guidance.
Monty Bruce, a professional trainer and owner
of Monty Bruce Training Center in Northwood,
Iowa, is one such person. Monty’s livelihood and
success depend on the health of the horses he
works with and he doesn’t take lightly any decision concerning horse health. A few years ago
Monty was asked by APC, Inc., maker of LIFELINE
Equine performance supplements, to run a trial of
their Equine Elite product with some of his performance horses. Monty agreed to the trial and the
timing couldn’t have been better.
A client had just purchased a horse from a sale
barn and brought it to Monty for training. Monty
immediately recognized that the horse wasn’t
feeling well and quarantined the colt, which soon
came down with Strangles. As the infection pro-
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gressed, instead of breaking out and resolving,
the illness went internal, which can be deadly.
The young horse lost an enormous amount of
weight and became so sick he nearly died.
“I was desperate for something to help him so I
decided to give LIFELINE a try,” Monty said. “The
results amazed me. I’ve seen horses take months
to recover from Strangles, or never make a full
recovery. Within a few weeks this colt was back
on feed and moving toward full health and body
weight. I have to wonder if LIFELINE may have
played a role in this colt’s amazing recovery.”
Monty put his own horses on LIFELINE Equine
Elite, as well as several clients’ horses, and has
repeatedly seen great results. He made the finals
at the NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity in Reno and
Top 10 Cow Horse at the AQHA World Show. His
non-pro and youth clients with horses on LIFELINE have achieved three world champion titles,
three reserve world champion titles, several top
10 placements in Cow Horse events, an AQHYA
reserve world champion title in Ranch Riding and
a top 10 in Reining.
“The main benefits of LIFELINE seem to be joint,
lungs and gut, which we all know if we have problems in one of these areas we will not get much
performance out of the horse,” Monty said. “The

Everything you hope to achieve as
a competitive rider hinges on your
horse’s health. Whether you buy from
a private seller or a large breeder, do
your research and don’t be afraid to ask the seller
about the animal’s pedigree, behavior, training
and health history. A reputable seller will produce
vet records and will patiently answer your questions.
When it’s time to find your trainer, turn to your
community. Fortunately, “horse people” are a
tight-knit group and it shouldn’t be difficult to find
a circle of knowledgeable people you can trust,
work with and turn to for guidance. Monty Bruce,
a professional trainer and owner of Monty Bruce
Training Center in Northwood, Iowa.
Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined
Cow Horse and Reining Futurity and
Derby champion. Monty, his assistants,
and students have won numerous
World and Reserve championships and
are continuing to succeed in the show
pen.
The Monty Bruce Training Center
is a full service equine facility that
specializes in Reined Cow Horse,
Reining, and the Performance Horse.
The Center strives to provide superior
care and training for all equine needs.
Visit MontyBruce.com for more info.
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Timing

Rhythm
&
by Martha Josey

One of the most crucial skills for becoming a good barrel
racer is good timing. Being in rhythm
and in time with the
horse results in a
smooth, fast pattern.
A horse and rider who
are out of time with one another, on the other hand, usually produce a
jerky, rougher pattern. You’ve seen riders with terrific timing; they always seem to be working smoothly with their horses-not against them.
If timing is a problem for you, how can you develop timing with your
horse? The first step is to really take a look at what you are doing.
Most riders that ride ‘stiff’ lose their timing. They are concentrating
so much on forcing each little detail and not making a mistake that
they ride with every muscle stiff and in opposition to the rhythm of
the horse.
A lot of times if a rider has had a problem with her patterns or is on a
horse that is making some mistakes, he or she will tighten up and actually cause the horse to keep making the mistake.
Here’s an example. Say a rider’s horse has been setting up too soon
for the first barrel - so the thing to do is to push the horse on into the
pocket. The rider intends to do that, and doesn’t check the horse early.
What she does do, though, is to sit down deep and tighten up her legs,
so she won’t lose her balance if the horse sets up. Of course, her body
position is telling the horse it’s time to set.
Stiffness in the rider also makes horse’s slower to leave barrels. The
rider is not relaxed in the saddle during the turn and able to pull back
up quickly for the takeoff.
Your eyes can be another factor that affects your timing. Sometimes
riders look at their pockets as they’re driving to them, but don’t look on
around the barrel and on to the next barrel until they are already leaving the last one. You can mess up your timing by failing to keep your
eyes on the next part of the run.
Another factor that affects timing is hands that are too rough or too
soft. One of the most crucial parts of communicating with a horse is
being able to ‘talk’ with your hands.
When you cue with the reins, you must cue just enough but not too
much. Clues that you are off in your rein pressure are when a horse is
choking down too much coming into the turn or in the turn, setting in
a choppy manner coming into the barrel, or throwing his head. Clues
that the rider is using too light a touch are a horse running just a little
past the barrel, and maybe coming out just a little wide. The horse is responding to the cue as well as he can, but he’s not getting enough help
from the rider. Cueing a horse at the wrong time is another way to ruin
the rhythm of a run! You need to cue early enough to give your horse
room to set for the barrel, but not so early that you lose speed and time.
Some riders look good elsewhere until they begin to kick their horse.
Moderate kicking can be beneficial-and let the horse know it’s time to
run, but it needs to be in rhythm with the horse’s gate-and to urge him
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to go faster. Some barrel racers kick their horse so hard and so fast
they actually knock the air out of the horse as he is trying to run!
Likewise with batting or using and over-and-under. Some riders shift so
much in the saddle to bat or whip that they throw the horse off strideand go slower instead of faster.
Another thing that has an effect on your rhythm with the horse can be
an equipment change…both in the saddle and in headgear. Riding a
good saddle that fits you and the horse can help you stay in position to
stay in rhythm with him. Likewise, a saddle that does not fit can destroy
your timing by keeping you out of position. If you have to struggle just
to maintain your position in the saddle, it is almost impossible to move
smoothly with the horse. Changing a bit can also have an effect on your
timing by compensating for a heavy touch (with a lighter bit) or making
up for a too-soft touch (with a bit with more control).
Another factor that can affect your ability to have good timing and be
in rhythm with your horse is your own physical condition. If you are out
of shape, so that you are easily winded, or if your body strength isn’t
adequate to maintain the body position required for barrel racing, it can
throw you off. You’ll be working harder than your horse-but are not in
rhythm with him.
A layoff from barrel racing can also cause timing problems-even for
experienced barrel racers. Sometimes when a person has been injured,
he or she will find that their timing problem has suffered during the
layoff.
Sometimes a timing problem is just a temporary condition-as when
someone buys a new horse and takes some time to get with him. If,
however, the problem is an ongoing one that is happening with different
horses, take time to evaluate your riding and make it a goal to improve
your timing and rhythm.
Here are some things that can help your timing: Swimming is great for
timing - To be a good swimmer, you have to do things correct at the
right time. The great swimmer Michael Phelps has sure worked on his
timing. Basketball and dribbling a basketball is a great way to improve.
To be a good basketball player you have to have timing. Study some of
the great players and pay close attention to their timing. My basketball
days sure helped my barrel racing.
I look forward to watching prestigious horse races such as the All American Futurity and the Kentucky Derby. I love to watch the great jockeys
when they bat their horses coming down the home stretch; they don’t
hinder their horse, they are in perfect rhythm with their horse.
Study timing, concentrate on timing and your barrel times will improve.
Good Luck!
Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many people. She was
the first and only cowgirl to qualify for the National Finals Rodeo
in four consecutive decades. She has the distinction of winning both
the AQHA and WPRA World Championships in the same year. Her
career has stretched, win-to-win, over four decades.
For more information, visit BarrelRacers.com.
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Different, but

NOT LESS
If you could wave a magic wand over the people around you, how would you want them to
see you?
My guess is that you would have them be open
and not pass judgment on you. I bet you would
love for them to truly and honestly accept you
exactly the way you are.
Of course, you do not have control over other
people. And while that specific magic wand
sounds like it could be freeing for you, unfortunately it doesn’t exist. And better yet, it does
not need to exist. But you DO have another
kind of magic wand at your fingertips. It is
very simple to use. It can give you a wonderful
peace within about other people that you desire. It’s a big confidence builder. It promotes
calmness.
I learned about this second magic wand from a
dear friend of mine who has since passed on.
She always spoke of seeing other people with
whom she didn’t see eye-to-eye as “different but not less”. This simple phrase freed
my friend from judging others. Because she
did not judge, she did not feel judged by those
around her. It’s funny how that works.
This magic wand is the use of her phrase, “different but not less” because it wipes away

judgment. It helps you see people in a curious
and accepting way. It also keeps you from the
negative emotions that come with getting into
the judging game.
You can also use this magic wand phrase
when you tend to compare yourself to another. If you find yourself feeling diminished
because “you’re not enough” compared to
someone else, simply apply the “different but
not less” adage to yourself. It is wonderfully
liberating.
Are you a trail rider … a barrel racer … a
dressage rider … a cutter … a reiner … a
jumper … a roper … or some combo … or a
rider who simply loves to hang out with their
horse? The difference between your style of
riding and another kind is not more or less.
Are you just starting out on your riding career,
or have you been horseback for your entire
life? Are you beginning to ride at a later time
in life?
Do you love competition … or not so much?
Regarding being an amateur vs. a seasoned
veteran vs. a professional … the differences
are not more or less. While there are obvious
differences in “outer” expressions for each
riding level, the experience of the “inner” pas-

by Barbra Schulte
sion of loving horse adventures is the same …
the love of a relationship with a horse and the
joy of the ride.
No one else’s preferences can ever diminish
the quality and depth of what you love. Your
desires can never diminish another person’s
choices. Comparisons are destructive.
Living this confidence that you are enough …
not more than or less than anyone else … this
will bring peace and joy to your life. It’s all
about being true to you, and allowing others to
be who they are.
Give to yourself and to others the exact thing
you want to receive.
That magic wand, “different but not less” is at
your fingertips this very moment.

“Got Rhythm?”
I have incredible respect for every
equine discipline. I appreciate the
elegance and the beauty of the application of fundamental horsemanship skills to different styles of riding.

A great learning strategy is to feel
the rhythm of whatever is desired
in an exaggerated and slowed down
way. When you do this, incorrect
cues and erratic results don’t get
out of hand. You can feel exactly
where the move is out of rhythm and
therein you will find the exact spot
of the needed correction.

One of my favorites is dressage. In
this discipline they have the “Training Scale” which is depicted in the
image above.
Notice that rhythm is at the very
foundation, the base of the pyramid.
The dictionary defines rhythm as the “movement or procedure with uniform or patterned,
recurrence of a beat, accent, or the like”.
Sometimes the most powerful ideas are contained in the simplest of packages. A great
example of a simple concept for riding that
packs a great effect is seeking rhythm in all
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you do on your horse.
So often as a rider or as a coach, we get so
caught up in the mechanics (which are absolutely necessary, of course) that we lose sight
of putting those mechanics in a rhythm. Just
by focusing on executing the mechanics in a
rhythmic way, we can often solve our riding
challenges.

mony.

When a rhythm is identified, then
you can seek to keep the duration,
and the distance and the beat of a
move in a flowing, seamless har-

Keep rhythm in mind for all you do ... seek it
as its own goal. You will find yourself allowing
your horse to do his job. You will relax into the
rhythm. You won’t tend to be ahead of or behind the beauty and grace of your maneuver.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

Slow Remembers, Hurry Forgets
“Slowness remembers. Hurry forgets.
Softness remembers. Harshness forgets.” ~M Nepo
I heard this quote recently. I really liked it. For
me it is truth about almost everything … and
it definitely applies to riding a horse.
It’s easy to feel impatient about where we are
and where our horse is in the easy flow of the
partnership we desire. We want more … NOW!
We focus on the things that aren’t working instead of trusting ourselves to slow down and
seek solutions.

Then take the next steps slowly and softly.
With horses, hurry and harshness not only forgets, but it causes a myriad of other problems
as well including lack of trust.

But you can choose differently. I encourage
you to choose ease in the learning process
and seek the next small step.

Even when you know the next steps, it’s easy
to want to move too fast through them. Somewhere in the privacy of your own mind during
a quiet riding session, you may think you need
to go faster.
Instead choose slowness and softness. Be
clear about the goal, the steps, proper cueing,
and your response when things go well … or
not.

We get into problems with our horses sometimes because we may not know what the next
step is, or how to do it for our self or for our
horse.

It is true that some horses and riders progress
through steps efficiently … but when building
confidence in horse and rider, the steps are
always there.

I am a huge advocate of always having a mentor. Your coach will know the next steps for
you and for your horse. Your mentor should
be someone knowledgeable and someone
you trust. If either of those two components is
missing, then he or she is not the right mentor
for you.

Choose your mentor wisely. Enjoy being slow
and soft. Its always about the journey, not the
end result. There is no end result, just another
gorgeous hill over the horizon.

Horse Digest

Barbra is a personal performance
coach for all riders, a cutting horse
trainer, author, speaker, clinician and
2012 National Cowgirl Hall of Fame
Inductee. Visit her Blog and signup
to receive her FREE monthly email
newsletter, “News From Barbra”.
Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.
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My daughter Sarah is on the left lead and I am on the right.

Transitioning
Through
Each Gait

a friend confirm or correct what you’re feeling
as you are loping can be very beneficial in this
endeavor.

by Richard Winters
If you are going to progress in your horsemanship, you and your horse will have to be comfortable, and safe, transitioning through the
full range of motion. In other words, you have
the ability to walk, trot, extended trot, lope (or
canter), and gallop your horse with confidence
and control. I am amazed how many riders put
in countless hours of riding but don’t move up
and down through these different speeds and
gaits on a regular basis.
“I would lope more if my horse were more collected and smooth.” “If he didn’t go so fast, I
would lope more.” I’ve heard these statements
a thousand times. The fact is, your horse will
not get collected, smoother, or consistently
slow until (by reason of use) they get out there
and do it! That’s the only way they’ll learn. If
we are not physically up to the task then we
need to find a professional that is. This is not
only important for our horse’s training and development; it is also a huge safety factor.
If you are riding your horse day after day and
not going through the full range of motion, you
are in essence laying thin layers of veneer
over what is likely to be a volatile situation.
Horses were made to travel readily through
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each gait. If we are hesitant and fearful to do
that on a regular basis, it will probably come
back to bite us in some negative behavior. (i.e.
bucking, bolting, etc.)
If you are ready to lope or canter, it’s important
to have some basic understanding of what
lead you are on at any given time. The lope
is a three-beat gait. For example, when on a
left lead, your horse will be reaching farther forward with his left
front and left hind. This will help
support his body when he is loping
to the left. There is also a phenomenon we call cross-firing or crosscantering. This is when a horse is
traveling on one lead in front and
the opposite behind. This leaves a
horse completely unbalanced and
is never appropriate or desirable.
Hone your skills. Observe others horses and riders. If you are
serious about horsemanship, you
should be able to quickly tell what
lead a horse is on. How about when
you are riding? Can you always tell
what lead your horse is on? Having

Ultimately it is best if you can simply “feel”
what lead you are on. Until you get proficient
at that you can look down at your horse’s
shoulders. If your horse is on the left lead,
his left shoulder will be reaching out a little
further with every stride. You can also pay attention to your own body position. When on
the left lead, your left foot will tend to be forward and your right foot back. This is simply
a natural tendency our legs will have while
loping. So what is your homework? You need
to start loping or cantering your horse. Do it
every time you ride. If you’re not up to it, find
someone who is. If you need to saddle up and
lunge your horse on a line or in a round pen
first, that’s fine. Having your horse warmed
up through ground work can help keep you
safe. Now, start studying and feeling for those
leads. This skill is not an option. With a little
time and practice it will become easy and you
will become a more confident rider!

Loping in a circle to the left, my horse’s left front
and hind foot reach forward further.
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Triangle Sales Sees 38 Percent Increase in May Sale
Top cutters, cow horses and reiners
were the spring must-have fashions
at Triangle Sale’s May event.
Shawnee, Oklahoma, May 14, 2015 –
Triangle Sales held its latest equine
auction May 1 & 2, and sales figures
continued their double digit increases over prior year sales data. The
May sale saw a 38 percent increase
in average over the 2014 spring
sale. Showcasing the versatility of
the American Quarter Horse, Triangle
Sales’ May event offered horses to
fit almost every discipline. Triangle
Sales strives to be the No. 1 source
for America’s Horse and buyers and
sellers are taking notice. Buyers came from three foreign countries, and
29 states were represented with the top buying states being Oklahoma,
Texas, Arkansas, Missouri and Nebraska.
At the May sale, 81 percent of the consigned horses resulted in completed sales, and the average for the completed sales was $5,050. The
top 10 sellers averaged $29,300 while the top 20 horses sold averaged
$21,960.
Lot 237, Twice N Catty, topped the May sale. Twice N Catty, a 2011 cutting mare by High Brow Cat out of the Dual Pep mare Tapt Twice and
a full sister to all-time leading cutting mare, Dont Look Twice, sold for
$85,000. Consigned by Waco Bend Ranch of Graham, Texas and purchased by Atwood Ranches of Kenwood, California, Twice N Catty was
one of 72 National Cutting Horse Association money earners, prospects
and broodmares, which sold for an average of $11,000. The top 10
selling cutting-bred horses averaged $24,900.

the February Mid-Winter Sale average increased 42 percent compared
to the 2014 February sale. The May
sale continued the trend with a 38
percent increase.
With a prime location in Shawnee,
Oklahoma, Triangle Sales offers a
wide selection of horses to fit many
disciplines and is the “one-stop
shop” for finding the perfect match
for horse buyers. The Triangle Sale’s
wide marketing efforts and key alliances also make it a perfect fit for
those looking to sell horses with
minimum fees and big incentives to
attract buyers. With Triangle Sale’s
low consignment fees and superior customer service, sellers continue
to bring their top quality horses to Shawnee for Triangle Sales.
“This was our third sale to complete as new owners of Triangle, and we
continue to learn from each event,” said Jim Ware, who purchased the
sale company last fall. “It is important that we apply this new knowledge to each subsequent sale in an attempt to attract the best buyers
and sellers possible.”
The next sale, the Triangle Fall Sale, will be held October 30-31, and
buyers can expect the same type of diversified consignments as in previous sales.
For more information about upcoming sale dates, visit http://trihorse.
com or jimware.net.

The hammer fell at $46,500 for Lot 313, Corona And Pepto. The 2008
stallion who was demonstrated as a reined cow horse, roping horse
and barrel horse, is out of the champion race mare Corona Cash and by
One Time Pepto. Consigned by David James, Purcell, Oklahoma, and
purchased by Skeeter Cox of Laytonsville, Maryland, Corona And Pepto
was one of 16 National Reining Horse Association or National Reined
Cow Horse Association money earners, prospects and broodmares,
which sold for an average of $13,150. The top five horses bred for
NRHA/NRCHA competitions averaged $23,200. The top selling reining
horse was Jessolution, who sold for $28,000 as Lot 163 in the catalog.
The son of Einsteins Revolution was consigned by Luse Horses-Agent
of Whitesboro, Texas, and purchased by Jessica Harman of Grovertown,
Indiana.
There were 82 AQHA ranch and performance geldings sold at the May
sale, and they averaged $6,300. The top 10 averaged $11,200. The
highest selling ranch gelding was Lot 168, Santa Got Smart, who was
consigned by Circle Y Ranch of Millsap, Texas, and purchased by Cooper Smith of Whitesboro, Texas.
“Our top 200 selling horses at the May sale were top quality and they
received strong bid support, selling for top prices,” Ware added. “We
kept to Triangle’s traditional and previously advertised sale schedule in
2015, and although we have had three really good sales thus far, I think
we can improve the dates for the 2016 schedule and thus improve the
sale experience for our consignors and buyers. We will be making a big
announcement soon about our 2016 dates. We will offer the best times
of the year possible for our sales.”
Even despite bad weather in February, Triangle’s three 2015 sales have
each shown an increase of more than 30 percent compared to prior
year sales. At the January Winter Sale, the sale average increased 35
percent compared to 2014 figures. Contending with a winter storm,
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ENERGY...

It’s In You & It’s
In Your Horse
by Doug Lindgren
Have you ever noticed the way you feel while
you’re alone and at rest? Have you noticed
your energy level? As I sit here in my office
watching it rain I’m feeling like a nap might
be a good thing. I’ve been experiencing a
few days of really low energy. Some of that
may be because I’ve been running pretty hard
for several months, although I also think it’s
because I haven’t got anything really pushing me to get going either. Sure, we’ve got
to get camp ready for the summer and there
is always plenty to do, but there’s more than
enough time to get that stuff done. There’s
always tomorrow, right?

Energy is funny thing when you think about it.
It’s everywhere and we experience its power
in everything we do. Just last weekend I had
a guest bring me a horse to spend some time
on this summer. No big deal, but it was amazing how much better and energized I felt when
there was someone else around and I had a
defined purpose for a few days. I also got
to get out and saddle up for the first time in
several weeks. Riding alone is cause enough
for me to get excited because I don’t do well
when I’m not riding every day, call it a disease
if you want.
Energy is also shown in our horses. Yesterday
we had some rain and then it cleared off so
the sun was out and the air began to warm
a bit. When I went to the corral to do chores
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the horses were standing quietly, almost as
if they were asleep, maybe they were. Once
Kate saw me, she started to bounce around
her pen kicking up her heals and ducking
her head between her legs as if she were a
wild bronc. The next thing you know all of the
horses in the corrals next to her were doing
the same thing. Energy’s a funny thing; every horse was feeding off of the others. When
one horse stopped the excitement stopped for
the others, as well. Everything settled back to
normal and all was quiet again.
I’m sure you’ve had the same experience so I’m
not telling you anything new here. The thing
to remember is that this energy thing works
between you and your horse, too. Your horse
feeds off of your energy just like he feeds off
of other horses. It’s important to keep your
energy level in mind while you’re around your
horse. He’s living in the moment so he has
a keen awareness of how you’re feeling and
how you’re moving around him.
It shouldn’t be a big surprise to you that your
horse reacts to being in a group of other horses and it shouldn’t surprise you that you have
some of the same reactions. Think about the
last concert you attended, the energy level
was very high and maybe you were, too. (Or,
maybe not.) You may have been down on the
floor in front of the band crammed in with all
of the other folks and you probably were doing things that you would not normally be doing. The truth is energy was responsible for
most of your actions because without all of
the people around you there would’ve been
no way you would have acted like you did on
that night of fun and excitement.

Over the years I’ve had the opportunity to work
with a lot of horses and one thing remains
constant. The level of energy I’m feeling goes
straight to the horse. If I go in with speed and
lots of energy I can be assured the horse is going to be on guard and ready to leave because
I’m telling the horse to be ready to move and
move in a hurry. On the other hand, if I go
in slow and easy, relaxed, and quiet I can be
assured that the horse is going to be receptive and quiet. The chance that the horse will
be inquisitive and relaxed is much higher if I
engage him with a low level of energy, moving
with intention but slowly and quietly.
The simple act of rubbing and petting your
horse can be good or it can be bad depending
on how you go about it. The level of energy
you put into your actions is important. When
you pet your horse your movement should
be slow and soft, gentle if you will, and your
horse will stand and be appreciative. If you
pet your horse with lots of energy, using big
movement and are not gentle, almost hitting
your horse he will want to get away from you.

I’ve been told by guests that they can’t ride
with a group because their horse gets excited
and is unmanageable in that setting. The reality is the horse is just doing what is natural
and the rider is reacting to the energy delivered by their horse. To get things back to a
comfortable situation for horse and rider, the
rider has to bring down the energy level in
her body and pass it on to her horse. This
is where the concept of being one with your
horse comes in.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

Energy is a funny thing, it drives everything,
and it’s everywhere. I’ve been asked by lots
of folks how I get my horses to move out so
well. The answer is energy. I ride with energy and I transfer that energy to the horses I
ride. If I rode my horses with low energy and
just sat there in the saddle like a bump on a
log my horses would be dull and saunter down
the trail with no effort. I ride my horses with
energy because I want to go somewhere and
I want to go there with purpose. I want my
horses to feel like they have purpose and they
have a job to do, because they do. Remember
the comment I made earlier about feeling better and more energized because I had a defined purpose when our guest showed up with
her horse? Well, our horses are no different.
They react to and respond to the same energy
we do. So, if they feel like they have a job and
a purpose they’re happy and move to the beat
of their drummer, YOU.

EZ DOES IT

Energy is everywhere, it’s in everything, it’s in
you and it’s in your horse. Horsemanship has
a lot to do with energy and how we manage
it. It’s energy that drives how we feel, move,
and react. Our timing, feel, patience, emotion,
touch and so on have everything to do with
how we get along with our horses. “It’ll Be
Fine” when we recognize the level of energy
we emit when we interact with our horses will
be reflected by our horses as they respond and
react to us.

Doug and Jody Lindgren own and operate
Hay Creek Ranch, Nemo, SD and
HCR-AZ, Oracle, AZ. Both camps focus
on guests vacationing with their own
horses. Doug rides year-around, training
horses to be great trail horses.
Visit www.haycreekranch.net for more
information about both locations.

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net
Phone: 605-578-1142
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Rattlesnake
Called

SAGE
by Craig Cameron

had three long yearlings for sale, two fillies and a stallion. They
were well-bred and the price was right. We sealed the deal, and my
wife, Dalene, and I headed to Whitesboro. Not being halter-broke, the
youngsters were wild but looked great. We crowded them into my stock
trailer and were homeward bound with our new horses in tow.
Two fillies broke out soft and melted down into a smooth training routine. The little stallion that I eventually had gelded, however; was a
horse of a different color. There was something contrary about him.
He had a standoffish air. Just catching him in a stall was a task, even
though he wore a halter and lead rope. He received many hours of leading, brushing, tying, and good ground work, but still the trust wasn’t
there.

People are curious and often ask, “What’s the toughest horse you’ve
ever worked?” “Has there ever been a horse you couldn’t tame?” Traveling around the country as a horse trainer who’ll work with any horse
is much like a prizefighter willing to take on all comers.
I was a professional bull rider for many years and competed at the
country’s biggest rodeos. My challenge was to ride the rankest bulls
the stock contractor could provide. In rodeo, it’s the cowboy versus
the contractor. The cowboy says, “I can ride anything you’ve got, and
the contractor says, “I can put you on the ground.”
When I began putting on public colt starting demonstrations, I never
meant them to be a challenge; however, my audience had other ideas.
Instead of bringing horses for a learning demonstration, people brought
them as a contest. “Craig Cameron is coming to town? Yeah, have we
got one for him.” After 20 years of proving myself and the method of
working through understanding with horses, regrettably this contesting
still goes on.

My first trip to the round pen with this guy was memorable. The setting was an indoor arena with a 45-foot portable round pen set
close to the barn window. I simply walked into the training corral. I
hadn’t moved or even started to work the young prospect when, without
warning, he unhesitatingly and very athletically jumped completely out
of that barn window and was gone. I think I laughed and cussed at the
same time. I knew right then that this horse was a bit of a rattlesnake
and was wild as sage. We started calling him Sage.
A Native Texan Craig Cameron, one of the original clinicians, is on the
road more than 44 weeks a year covering 80,000 miles demonstrating
the style of horsemanship he has perfected in the last 23 years. Called
the “public defender of the horse,” Craig dedicates himself to those who
educate their horses by first educating themselves. At an age where most
have long since retired the thought of starting colts, Craig Cameron
known as “The Cowboy’s Clinician,” starts hundreds of horses each
year. Learn more about Craig Cameron at www.CraigCameron.com

I think it’s a lot like auto racing or rodeo. Some folks come hoping to
see a wreck.
Tough horses - I can name you a few. Las Cruces, N.M., 1992, a bad
mare flipped completely over on me. Oklahoma City, a rank and spoiled
stallion ran me over, and I still carry that scar on my shoulder today. At
the Red Steagall Cowboy Gathering in Fort Worth, I was kicked to the
ground. Amarillo Ranch Rodeo, I was kicked by an outlaw and had to
be helped on the horse to finish before going to the hospital to drain
the fluid off my knee. I was bucked off three times by the same mare in
Ardmore, Okla., before finally “getting through” on that horse. As James
Gholson, wagon boss of the Pitchfork Ranch, or the crowd that attended
the Sweetwater, Texas Ranch Rodeo can attest to about the black stallion that kicked me down, pawed me and bucked me off twice before I
“conquered” that bronc. The list goes on and on.
Obviously, there’ve been many tough horses, but one in particular
comes to mind when I think of truly tough. My good friend, and one of
the finest horsemen I know; Mark Chestnut of Whitesboro, Texas,
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SOONER OR LATER, EVERYONE HAS A MIDLIFE CRISIS.
Keep your horses looking and acting young with Triple Crown® Senior, the senior feed
recommended by veterinarians. The quality starts with the fiber. Triple Crown was the
first senior feed to use shredded beet pulp as the primary fiber source. It also provides the
highest fat level—10%—of any senior feed on the market, in addition to more nutrients
designed to enhance digestion: organic minerals (including recently FDA-approved organic
selenium), probiotics, yeast cultures and digestive enzymes. For more information, visit
www.triplecrownfeed.com or call 800-451-9916.
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Accumulated
Tension, Performance
and Training.
By Jim Masterson

Tension accumulates in the muscles and connective tissues of the body
that can negatively affect range of motion, performance, and willingness
to perform in the horse. We use techniques that help the horse to release
excessive tension and improve the above. The accumulation of this pain and
tension can be the result of many things. The normal ones we would think
of from the perspective of the human athlete would be repetitive motion and
over-exertion of the muscle. We would recognize these from the pain, or
from the noticeable effect on our performance, and we would do something
about it. Usually the first thing we do is complain, either to ourselves or to

can also help to prevent natural one-sidedness from becoming a negative
through repetitive movement and over-exertion of more one-sided muscles.
Using methods that attempt to strength-train through these issues without
allowing for suppleness and flexibility will cover up tension imbalances that
can lead to physical problems down the road. Just a note: It’s when unilateral tension builds in the horse’s body that things really start to go south.
Another reason one-sidedness might be showing up is that the horse is
compensating for discomfort in the foot or lower leg. If this is ignored it
could eventually lead to an injury that requires veterinary treatment. The
best way to see if something is starting to show up is to ask the vet to look
at it. Often natural one-sidedness is a factor in the development of a foot or
leg injury. Just another note: It also makes sense to see if compensation for
a foot or leg issue is affecting the diagonal limb and muscles of the horse.
Another difference between US and THEM that clouds the issue is that excessive tension can accumulate in muscles due to many other factors in the
horse besides repetitive motion or over-exertion. Some of these are issues
that we as humans don’t have to deal with, or that are so obvious to us that
they don’t have a chance to develop into problems in the us.
First on the list with performance horses is feet. We all know that with no
foot, we have no horse. How often do we hear the adage “No foot, no human”? I don’t hear it that much. We probably more often hear, or at least are
thinking, “No brains, no human”. Sore feet (or sore foot) are a major creator
of tension (unilateral and/or diagonal) in the body. That’s why a good farrier
is so important.

others. Then, if we’re smart and want to feel and perform better, we do or
have something done about it. Miscommunication doesn’t seem to be a
problem here.
Of course, you can all see where I’m heading with this. The difference between horses and humans is; the only way the horse can let us know that
pain or tension is negatively affecting him is through outward changes in
performance, or behavior. The miscommunication comes in when we don’t
understand why his performance is not up to par, or why his attitude or behavior has gone south. What we often interpret as a mental or training issue
may be a physical issue. Some signs that this may be the case would be if a
training problem you’re trying to work through is, 1) recurring or consistently difficult for the horse to get, 2) a problem that is noticeably or consistently
more to one side than the other, or 3) shows up suddenly. These are signs
that something physical is bothering or restricting movement in the horse.
So, where might this performance-affecting pain or tension be coming
from? Let’s talk first about number 2 above; unilateral issues.
There can be a natural difference in lateral movements due to the natural
one-sidedness of a horse that can make it difficult to tell how much might
be physical discomfort and how much might be due to natural one-sidedness. In any case, releasing this restriction through bodywork can improve
both, and make the training much easier for both the horse and rider. It
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Other issues that can create pain/tension/restriction that ultimately affect
performance and behavior in your horse are: dental issues (TMJ), conformation (often in the feet and legs), poor saddle fit, improper use of tack,
nutrition or metabolic issues.
Pain in the TMJ caused by dental imbalances (or improper use of bit) radiates into the poll and atlas. Muscles in the TMJ also connect to the horse’s
forelimbs and sternum, directly affecting movement in the front end.
Head-shyness is probably the most obvious example of a physical issue being mistaken for a training issue. Ninety-five (95)% of head-shy horses that
I work on have excessive pain and tension in the poll. Tension in the poll and
atlas affects the entire body. Conversely, anything going on in the horse’s
body will also affect the poll. This is probably the most important junction in
the body, and any sign of tension here is a sign that something is going on
somewhere. This applies especially to front feet, which have a direct connection to tension in the poll and atlas.
A common example of a conformational issue creating unilateral muscle
tension would be high-low foot syndrome, most often in the front. Not only
does the imbalance in loading on the front feet affect the front end, but often
on these horses you’ll see an imbalance in the hind end showing up in one
hip bone or ilium higher than the other. This is the body’s way of adjusting
to the imbalance in front, and a sign of how an imbalance in one part of the
body affects the whole horse.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

The purpose of all of this isn’t to scare you into
thinking your horse is a physical mess if you’re
having training issues. It’s just to point out that
there’s a lot going on with your horse’s physiology in the course of working your horse that affects the outcome of your work.
Becoming more aware of what they are, and
paying attention to what the horse is telling you
about them in his language rather than yours, will
make both of your jobs easier, more productive
and more enjoyable.

Jim Masterson has been the
equine bodywork therapist for
the 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012 and
2014 USEF Endurance Teams, and
has worked on thousands of performance horses, including FEI
World Cup, Nations Cup, Pan Am
Cup and World Equestrian Games
competitors. He is the author of
the book and DVD Beyond Horse
Massage, and DVD Dressage
Movements Revealed. He teaches
The Masterson Method® of bodywork to horse owners and therapists around the world.
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It’s
Not
About
Managing

The
Trailer
By Linda Parelli

Horses are prey animals, so it should not be surprising that they don’t want to get into a metal
cave on wheels. We’ve all seen them forced in
there using mechanics, fear, intimidation, drugs
and a gang of humans, so there is nothing sweeter than a horse wanting to get in the trailer!
The fact that horses are so adaptable really works
in our favor because it actually doesn’t take all
that much to convince a horse that the trailer is a
safe place to be—but it does take Savvy. The better you are at developing trust, focusing on confidence and using a lateral approach, the more
successful you’ll be.

It’s Not About the Trailer—Really, It’s Not!
I’ve watched Pat loading horses into trailers since
1989. I’ve seen him do it all over the world, with
all kinds of different breeds and even mules. I’ve
seen every ace up his sleeve—as he’s often told
us, “I’ve met a lot of horses with a lot of tricks,
but never one that has more tricks than me.” But
all the while he used those savvy techniques to
outsmart the horse rather than to force him to do
something he was afraid of. You see, underlying
all of that was Pat’s focus on getting the horse
to feel really confident, as opposed to seeing the
trailer as less threatening than the human. So
you’d think that I’d gotten it, wouldn’t you?
All kidding aside, I was doing pretty well. Since
achieving Level 3 in 1992 I’d only had a couple of

horses I couldn’t load in one session, and overall
I was pretty happy and thought I was doing well,
until I started doing demos with Pat. You’ve probably attended one over the past few years where
two horses were brought in, and the crowd would
vote for which horse they wanted to see Pat play
with, and I got the other one. Mostly Pat would
get the more extroverted horse, and I got the introverted one. Even though I knew I didn’t have to
get the horse in the trailer in that session, I found
myself wanting to. And that was all it took for the
introverted horses to shut down on me.
It took about three of these demos before I realized what I was doing and changed it. Subtly
but surely I was focused on having that horse in
the trailer, and it really caused some problems. I
don’t think they were very visible to the audience,
because at first they weren’t even visible to me.
It was all the other obstacles that gave me the
most problems. So I’d wrestle a bit with those,
and when we finally got to the trailer, things
would somehow work out. But when I really got
it, I stopped having trouble, period.

Being Present
One of the most valuable things horses can teach
us is to be really, really present where you are,
thinking about neither the past nor the future. I
think that’s why people feel that horses are such
great therapy—being with them takes your mind
off work and other pressures. But other pressures emerge that are more focused
around the horse and your horsemanship—things like “I’ve got to
work on my Level 2 today,” “gotta
get my Liberty better,” “gotta get him
in the trailer” and, worse still, “I’m
never going to get my Level 3!”
The moment you have a goal, the
tendency to get direct-line in your
thinking and approach is very pronounced. Being predators ourselves,
this comes easily. The natural
horsemanship we’ve developed is
all about learning how to overcome
those tendencies so we are more ac-
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ceptable to horses. Many students hit the big wall
right around that advanced Level 2–3 point; they
want that Level 3 green string so badly that they
don’t even notice the principles leaking out the
side. As Pat has so eloquently put it in Principle
#8 of the Eight Principles, “Principles, purpose
and time are the tools of teaching,” and what
this means is that anything is possible as long
as you set the goal and allow the horse to be in
charge of the principles and timelines. As soon as
you set a time frame, the pressure is on, and you
inadvertently find yourself pushing yourself and
your horse in ways that you never would have
imagined before. I’ll bet some of you are coming
up hard against that right now, because you want
to finish your level before the end of December!
Hmmm, I wonder what your horse is thinking
about that. Probably something like “What has
come over you? What can be more important
than the relationship you’ve built with me? I want
the other you back!”
Being 100% present is an enormous discipline.
Can you be focused on what you are doing with
your horse right now, and nothing else? Can you
go to the trailer and play with it like a toy and not
have one thought about wanting him to get in,
even if you are asking him to try getting in? This
is what I learned about three years ago, when I
could finally go to the tarp or the ball or the barrels and not be thinking about putting the horse
in the trailer. All of a sudden I was able to play the
game, and my demo horses started to want to
do things. Their curiosity came up because they
began to really trust me—because my thoughts
were finally pure.

Parelli Patterns
This is probably going to be the most powerful
tool to help you to stay pure in your thoughts, because you’ll have things to do with your horse that
build the relationship and skills, plus improve you
as a leader in the eyes of your horse. Playing with
the trailer as a toy actually doesn’t appear until
well into the Level 2 On Line Patterns, which is
also a great ploy. You’ll have a lot in place before
you get to the trailer. And then guess what? You
won’t be putting your horse in the trailer; you’ll
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

for any horse—is what you are studying, and
that takes quite some personal development.
A couple of stories:

LEFT-BRAIN INTROVERT

be doing Patterns around it for seven sessions in
a row. Can you imagine how different the experience is going to be for your horse? He’s going to
be blown away that you don’t actually want him
to get in, but to do all these other things instead.
That builds trust like you cannot believe. So here
we are. It’s not about the trailer; it’s about trust.

Horsenality™
Knowing your horse’s Horsenality is critical to
having the right approach. It doesn’t matter how
good your technique is if you don’t know that you
should go slower or faster, repeat or quit – you’ll
actually cause your horse to get worse instead of
better, because the psychology will be wrong. For
example, if your horse is an extrovert, you’ll need
to do your trailer Patterns with more energy; but
if he’s an introvert, you’ll want to slow it way, way
down. If your horse is Left-Brain, you’re going to
need more variety, but if he’s Right-Brain, you’re
going to need to do a lot of repetition. Take a look
at the chart to see how this works when you
combine the words on the vertical and horizontal axes for each Horsenality. Example: A RightBrain Introvert will need you to slow way down
and use a lot of repetition.

What Is It about Again?
It’s about the relationship, confidence, leadership. That’s it. When you sacrifice your horse’s
confidence by pushing him when he needs time
to think (Right-Brain horse) or ask for discipline
when he’s feeling energetic and playful (LeftBrain horse), the relationship will suffer, because
you will come across like a predator. Learning
how to become a great leader for your horse—
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A student and one of our faculty members
had been trying to load this horse for a couple of hours, and he’d gone from stubborn
to overreactive. I was asked to help, and as
I watched I quickly saw what was going on:
too direct-line and too fast and not the
right approach for a Left-Brain Introvert
with his toes dug in! Asking a horse who
does not want to load (not afraid, just
won’t!) to load is asking for a fight. So I took
him away from the trailer and gave him a
cookie. His whole face changed! I asked for
a slow and tiny step or two forward and then
gave him a cookie. Then I went to the trailer,
and when he put the brakes on, I gave him
a cookie. Within five minutes he was in the
trailer, and shortly after that he was in and out
and in and out with a smile on his face and
no more need for cookies. It was not about
the trailer. He’d decided he wasn’t going to do
anything for anyone until I found a way to get
him to like me and be interested in what I was
asking him to do.

EXTREME RIGHT-BRAIN INTROVERT
A few years ago the demo horse I had in Ft.
Worth, Texas, was the most extreme Right-Brain
Introvert I’d ever encountered. This was before
the Horsenality model had been developed, but I
already knew quite a bit about introverts, and I’d
learned my lesson regarding the trailer-loading
part of the demo.
For some reason Pat decided to turn both horses
loose and play the Catching Game. My horse
took forever because, given the choice, he
wanted nothing to do with humans. The first
time I went to touch him he visibly braced and
held his breath, so I retreated and decided to
walk around him to investigate other things
and totally ignored him. This made the first
change. Then, as Pat entertained the crowd
and was getting his horse through the obstacles, my horse finally decided to follow
me, but I still couldn’t get permission to touch
him. I sat down next to him and just waited.
Suddenly Pat’s horse came toward us, so I
suggested to my horse that we should leave
and get out of the way. He followed me, and I
sat down again. When we had to move again
for the same reason, he was following me so
willingly that I started to walk around the tarp
and then over it, around the barrels, etc., and
he did, too. I sat down again, and finally he let
out a big sigh and licked his lips. This took almost
an hour of doing nothing! By this time Pat’s horse
had done almost everything and was walking
across the trailer ramp. Oh, well, I thought, if all
I get to do is touch this horse by the end of the
demo, I’ll be thrilled.

him, but if I got further up his leg, he stiffened.
And this was a horse that was being regularly ridden but was hard to catch and bridle and tended
to bolt on cross-country jumps. How interesting!
I then picked up the halter and 12-foot line and
started rubbing his leg with that. Next thing I had
it around his ankle and was teaching him to lead
by the leg. It was unsettling for him at first, but
then intriguing, so I kept going. When I was able
to lead him around by the leg, he totally let go of
his tension, and that was it. I put the halter on and

in the next ten minutes did all the obstacles in the
arena. Finally I sat on the trailer ramp and waited,
and he loaded himself. To this day it remains one
of the most enlightening and meaningful things
I’ve ever done with a horse.
The moral of the story? It’s not about the trailer.

Become a Horseman
Sometimes we are asked questions like “But
what if you have an emergency? You can’t take
all that time to get your horse in the trailer!” and
Pat’s reply is “A horseman is always prepared.”
Playing the Seven Games, doing the Patterns, getting yourself and your horse to Level 2 or above
is not just a program you do for fun. It’s how you
get the savvy to stay safe, have fun and live your
dream with horses. If everyone really took this to
heart, the world would be a very different place
for horses and the people who love them—not
to mention how much your world will change if
you can remember that it’s not about the trailer,
the log, the ditch, the bridge, the saddle, the bit,
the jump, the cow, the lead change, the ride, the
______________ (you fill in the blank).

Pat Parelli coined the term “natural
horsemanship”
and
founded
his
program based on a foundation of love,
language and leadership. Together with
his wife Linda, Pat has spread PNH
across the globe with campuses in the
United States, United Kingdom and
Australia. // ParelliConnect.com.

Shortly after that, he had a fly or something that
was bugging his leg, so I reached over and rubbed
him on the leg. He was fine! So I kept rubbing
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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What To Expect When
Your Horse Needs

OCD Surgery
So, you’ve just received the news that your horse has a small hock OCD.
Surgery has been recommended. What does this all entail?? What are the
risks?? How do we minimize them?? What is the prognosis??
OCD fragments are typically
removed via arthroscopy.
Small incisions are made
into the affected joint allowing placement of a fiberoptic
camera for visualization and
instruments for manipulation.
However, the fact remains,
your horse requires general
anesthesia. Appropriate preparation and monitoring of our
patients helps to minimize the
risks associated with general
anesthesia. A detailed preoperative physical examination is undertaken to identify
any physical challenges that
our patients may have (heart
murmurs, lameness, etc).
Pre-operative bloodwork is
performed to ensure vital body systems are functioning appropriately. All
patients are fasted prior to general anesthesia, typically for 8+ hours, to
prevent regurgitation and aspiration. Horse shoes are removed to protect
our patients and our facilities. Our patients are groomed and “show-sheened”, have an intravenous catheter placed for easy administration of medication and fluids, their mouth rinsed to facilitate placement of the breathing
tube, and their eyes lubricated for protection. They are sedated and walked
into our padded induction/recovery stall. Anesthesia is induced and they
are eased to the floor. Once anesthetized our patients are aggressively
monitored both manually and with specialized equipment. Heart rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure, and oxygenation are all monitored closely
and frequently. The surgical site is clipped and sterilely prepared before

draping and the surgery. Once the procedure and bandaging are completed,
our patients are moved into the padded induction/recovery stall where the
monitoring continues. Everything possible is done to ensure that the transition from recumbency to standing proceeds smoothly. When standing, all
patients receive a tetanus toxoid booster. After they are fully aware and
alert our patients are discharged with a summary of their experience and
instructions for the post-operative period. Often antibiotic and anti-inflammatory therapy is carried out for 3-5+ days. Bandage/surgical site care
is detailed prior to release from our hospital. Suture or staple removal is
typically in 12-14 days and an appointment can be set up on the farm. Rehabilitation instructions are unique to each case and will also be outlined in
your discharge summary.
WECH employs three skilled, committed, progressive surgeons, Drs. Doug Langer, Courtney
Bolam-Bretl, and John Pigott. The majority
of our procedures are performed on an “outpatient” basis, meaning your horse comes in,
has surgery, and goes home the same day.
Our surgery team
will work with
you to set up an
appointment date
and time while
providing answers
for any questions
you may have, including quotes. In
the post-operative
period Drs. Langer,
Bolam, and Pigott are always
Dr. Courtney
available through
Bolam-Bretl
phone and email
for follow-up.
As a rule, horses that undergo arthroscopy for
OCD have an excellent prognosis for full return
to function after approximately 6 weeks of
lay-up time. After directly visualizing the joint,
more precise comments can be made about
each individual case.

Dr. Doug Langer

Dr. John Pigott

“It’s all about the horse…” We strive to maximize the quality of
life for our equine patients by providing compassionate care with
the utmost attention to the individual needs of the horse and the
clients we serve.”
Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com
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PLACENTA
EVALUATION
By Patrick M. McCue DVM, PhD,
Diplomate American College of Theriogenologists

jections that provide the ‘Velcro-like’ attachment of the placenta to the uterine lining.

The placenta is the connection between the
developing fetus and the mare and provides
the means for obtaining nutrition and for
gas exchange. Examination of the placenta
can offer valuable insight into the health of
the newborn foal. Consequently, it is recommended that owners, farm managers or
foaling attendants perform an evaluation of
each placenta.
The placenta is normally passed within
three hours after foaling. Once passed, the
placenta should be immediately removed
from the foaling area and rinsed free of
gross debris. Disposable plastic or latex
gloves should be worn during handling and
examination. If possible, the weight of the
placenta should be determined. An inexpensive bathroom scale is sufficient. Under
normal circumstances, the weight of the
placenta will be approximately 11% of the
body weight of the foal. An increased weight
may be the result of edema associated with
factors such as fescue toxicosis or may be
due to an infectious condition such as placentitis. Both conditions may be associated
with a medically compromised fetus.
The placenta consists of three primary components, the outer placental membrane or
chorioallantois, the inner placental membrane or amnion, and the umbilical cord. In
a normal foaling, the thicker outer placental
membrane is almost always turned insideout as the placenta is passed. For examination, the outer placental membrane should
be turned right-side out and then spread out
on a clean flat surface. The allantoic (side
toward the foal) surface is smooth and pink
and blood vessels are visible coursing along
its surface. The chorionic (side toward the
uterus) surface has a brick-red velvety appearance due to the presence of structures
known as microcotyledons. Microcotyledons
are the microscopic villi or finger-like pro36 Issue 5 • 2015

The membranes may be laid out with the
chorioallantois in an “F” or “Y” shape, with
the two horns of the placenta forming the
arms of the “F” or “Y” and the body of the
placenta forming the base. The umbilical
cord and amnion should protrude from the
base or body of the placenta.
One of the first things that may be noted is
that the tips of the placental horns differ significantly in size and thickness. The larger
horn housed the fetus and is referred to as
the pregnant horn. The tip of the pregnant
horn is always thicker than the tip of the
smaller (non-pregnant horn).
The placenta should be examined to determine if it was passed intact or if a piece is
missing and potentially still inside the mare.
By far the most likely portion of the placenta
that may be retained is the thin tip of the
non-pregnant horn. Retention of even a
small piece of placenta in the uterus poses
a serious threat to the health of the mare.
The area of the body of the placenta that
was in direct contact with the cervix of the
mare will be pale in color and devoid of the
red velvety microcotyledons. This area is referred to as the ‘cervical star’ region of the
chorionic surface of the placenta. Ascending
bacterial infections that pass through the
cervix may result in thickening or the presence of a mucus-like exudate in the area
around the cervical star. If a placental infection is present, the foal may have been exposed to pathogenic micro- organisms prior
to being born and should be considered
high-risk for medical complications.
The thin, white amnion should be examined
next. The primary abnormality that may be
noted in the amnion is a yellow-orange discoloration due to meconium staining. Stress
to the fetus prior to birth may result in premature passage of fecal material (meconium). Meconium staining may be an early

warning sign that the foal is compromised.
In addition, affected foals may aspirate meconium into their lungs and develop serious
respiratory complications.
The umbilical cord will virtually always have
a mild to moderate degree of twisting present. Excessive twisting of the cord can result
in decreased blood flow from the placenta to
the fetus and other problems.
Evaluation of the placenta is a valuable procedure that can positively impact health and
welfare of both the newborn foal and the
mare. It is recommended that your veterinarian be contacted for an initial lesson in
field evaluation of the placenta and that he
or she be notified if abnormalities are identified in subsequent placental examinations.

The Equine Reproduction Laboratory is part of the Animal Reproduction and Biotechnology Laboratory in
the College of Veterinary Medicine
and Biomedical Sciences at Colorado
State University. The CSU Equine
Reproduction Program has developed
leading-edge equine reproduction
techniques for the equine industry
for over 45 years. Techniques such
as collection of semen and artificial
insemination, recovery and transfer
of equine embryos, shipping cooled
semen, and shipping cooled embryos
are now routine in the equine industry, due in large part to the research,
education, and outreach efforts of
the CSU Equine Reproduction Laboratory.
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On the Trail:

Focus Exercise
by Clinton Anderson

No matter where you live, chances are that
you can use your natural terrain to help you
train your horse. I like to do what I call the “Focus Exercise” in places that have a lot of trees.
Fence posts, large rocks or other objects can
also work well.
The Focus Exercise is similar to my Intermediate Series exercise Post n’ Circle. In that exercise, the rider looks ahead and picks out a post.
She trots the horse to it and circles around in
front of it a few times. Then she looks ahead
and picks out another post and rides to it. On
the trail, you can use trees instead of posts to
do the same thing. Rather than circling in front
of the trees like you would a fence post, you
can circle around them.
This is an excellent exercise if you have a
young or green horse that is kind of wiggly and
wants to weave back and forth. It is one of the
best exercises I know of for getting a horse to
do a nice straight line and a nice round circle.

chosen.
When you reach the tree, keep trotting and circle around it. Whichever way you feel the horse leaning,
go in the opposite direction. So if
the horse anticipates that you’re
going to turn left, turn right. If he
thinks you’re going to turn right,
turn left. If he doesn’t anticipate,
just go ahead and pick the direction yourself, circling him on the
side that he’s the stiffest on. Try to
make a smooth transition into the
circle, meaning you should start
turning a few strides before you
actually reach the tree. Don’t get
all the way up to the tree and then
have to yank the horse off to the
side to start a circle.
Once you start the circle, turn your
head and keep your eyes on the
tree. If you take your eyes off the
tree, you’ll lose your focus and you
won’t be sure what type of circle
you’re doing. Ideally, you want
your circle to be symmetrical with
the tree in the center. Think of a
wheel where the tree is like the
axle in the center and you are riding around the rim.
When you’re circling the horse around the
tree, use your inside rein to steer his nose
(the rein closest to the tree) and your outside
leg (the one furthest from the tree) to encourage his shoulders to follow his nose. But don’t
babysit the horse. If you need to make a correction with your rein or leg, do it, but don’t
hold the horse in position by constantly applying pressure to him.
Trot the horse in a tight circle about 10 to 15
feet in diameter. Continue around in the circle
for at least three completions or until it starts
to get smooth and round in shape.

Photo courtesy of Darrell Dodds

Follow Your Focus
To start, look ahead of you and find a tree. Fix
your eyes on it and don’t take them off of it.
Ask your horse to trot on a loose rein, and then
ride the horse straight to the tree you have
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Then look up and pick out another tree to ride
to. Keep your eyes fixed on it and ride straight
to it. Initially, trot the straight lines between
the trees because it helps the horse catch on
to the lesson. However, as soon as you can,
canter the straight lines between the trees.
Don’t worry about what lead the horse is on,
just concentrate on steering him in a straight
line to the tree. If you don’t feel confident
enough as a rider to canter, that’s OK, just stay

Photo courtesy of Darrell Dodds

at the trot. But if you do feel confident enough,
step up to the canter as soon as you can.
Continue to do the exercise until you can feel
the horse really wanting to slow down, follow his nose on the straight lines and make
smooth round circles. Be really picky about
making round circles. Usually the horse will
want to lean out on one side of the circle and
cut in on the other.

Focus and Roll Back
Rollbacks are a great addition to the exercise.
Trot around the tree until the horse is soft and
following his nose. Then stop. Tip the horse’s
nose in toward the tree. Use your outside leg
to apply pressure near the horse’s girth and
do a 180-degree rollback. As soon as the
horse comes out of the turn, hustle him back
on the circle. My rule for rollbacks is “Slow
to come round, quick to go out.” That means
that the horse doesn’t have to go through the
turn quickly, in fact, I prefer my horses to jump
their front end through the turn in a relaxed
manner. But, once the horse is through the
turn, he needs to hustle back to the circle.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

outside leg to push your horse in and circle
closer to the tree. After a few circles, canter
off toward the next tree.
Trot around the tree when you reach it. This
time, use your inside leg to push the horse out
a bit and circle a little further away from the
tree.
While you’re circling, you can also go from a
medium circle to a smaller circle – then out
to a larger circle – all around the same tree.
These “spirals” really get the horse soft and
responsive to your legs.

Back Around
When your horse is responding well to this exercise – when he’s staying light and responsive on the bit, when he is heading straight
toward the object you have chosen, and when
he is circling softly around the object – you
can add another component to it.

Spiral for Control

Trot or canter toward the tree you have picked
out. When you get there, instead of trotting in
a circle around it, stop by it. Then back your
horse in a circle around it. (For step-by-step
directions to back your horse in a circle, refer to the Advanced Series exercise Backing
Circles Under Saddle.)

You can easily modify the Focus Exercise to
help improve your control of the horse’s body.
When you’re trotting around a tree, use your

After you have backed in a nice round circle,
do a 360-degree rollback away from the tree,
and then trot around it a time or two.

Photo courtesy of Darrell Dodds
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After the Focus
Once you’ve done some training and spent
some time on the Focus Exercise, then give
yourself and your horse a break. That’s the
great part about training on the trail. Just put
your horse on a loose rein and walk off – go for
a quiet, relaxing ride. Enjoy just putting some
miles on your horse.
As far as the horse is concerned, walking along
the trail on a loose rein is easy and extremely
rewarding after a five or 10 minute training
session. He’s not looking to spook. He’s not
in a hurry to go anywhere or do anything. If he
did decide to get jumpy, just put his feet back
to work until you got him using the thinking
side of his brain again.
This exercise is just one example of how you
can intersperse training while trail riding. Both
you and your horse will benefit from the time
spent outdoors, away from the confines of the
arena and you’ll have a safer, more enjoyable
trail partner.

Author note: Clinton Anderson is a
clinician, horse trainer and competitor.
He’s dedicated his life to helping others
realize their horsemanship dreams.
Learn more about the Downunder
Horsemanship Method at www.
downunderhorsemanship.com.
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EQUINE VIP
talks with

H. Alan Day
by Susan Ashbrooke
Alan Day was born a cowboy, having grown up on the 200,000-acre Lazy
B cattle ranch in Arizona and New Mexico. After graduating from the
University of Arizona, he returned to manage the Lazy B for 40 years.
In 1988, Alan purchased a 35,000-acre ranch in South Dakota, which
became the very first government sponsored wild horse sanctuary and
home to 1500 wild mustangs. The Horse Lover is Mr. Day’s second
book and is a personal recollection of his cowboy adventures, deep
connection with horses and managing the sanctuary’s unadoptable
wild horses. His first book is the New York Times best-selling book
the Lazy B which he co-authored with his sister, Sandra Day O’Connor,
a retired Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court.

With two books under your “cowboy buckle” and a blog
of short stories, it seems you’ve discovered another
career as a writer.
I wrote the first book with my sister, Sandra, at her urging and
discovered I enjoyed writing. I’m currently working on a book of
short stories and a novel. Creating a setting, characters and dialogue
is so different than writing memoirs but I enjoy a challenge! The
Horse Lover was an opportunity for me to share my story and amazing
adventure with horses. Horses are my friends and a great part of my
life.

In The Horse Lover you talk about using a herd
modification program you developed at the Lazy B to
train cattle and later, the wild mustangs. Tell us about
that method?
Dad had been sick for a number of years, so when I returned to the
Lazy B after college, I found the wildest cattle! I was raised in the
tradition of the “tough” cowboy where you and your horse are tougher
than the cattle, but that old style is hard on the horses and livestock.
I developed a method to train and work with the young calves. In 10
days, those calves got gentle and easy to handle. Later when those
calves became cows and had their own babies, they were used to
being around people. Since horses are more athletic and smarter than
cattle, my goal was to make friends with those wild mustangs so they
didn’t have to be afraid of me. I’ve always found if you give a little to
a horse, they give it back 10 fold.
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What prompted you
to purchase land and
make it home to 1500
wild mustangs?
We love our wild horses
but man is becoming
their worst enemy. We do
things that frighten them
and the BLM treat them
like objects. I convinced
the BLM to give me 1500
horses and promised
to feed them the best
grass and take good
care of them. The BLM
and Congress liked my
idea. Having managed
a 200,000 acre ranch,
I was knowledgeable
about a grazing system.
My reward was that the
land thrived with these
unwanted horses were happy to gallop and run free on
it.

What prompted you to write The Horse Lover ?
I’m the luckiest guy and have lived a charmed life. I grew up on a
200,000-acre playground! I wrote the book to inspire people to have
the confidence to try similar things. I hope people will read about my
ideas and take them further along.

For more information www.thehorselover.com
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Western Dressage:

ARE YOU READY
TO SHOW?
BUILDING A PARTNERSHIP WITH YOUR HORSE
PALM PARTNERSHIP TRAINING ™

by Lynn Palm
So, you and your horse have been training
in anticipation of entering your first Western
Dressage show. But how do you know when
you’re actually ready to compete?

figures, and speed that you need to achieve
in each gait. Walking the test will help you
gain higher scores because it will help you
ride with more accuracy.

This is a question of confidence. Your
instructor or coach should be realistic and
give you advice on whether or not you are
ready to compete. If you don’t have an
instructor, a video camera is your best tool to
see yourself ride. Watch for willingness and
smoothness from your horse when you are
riding. This will give you a better perspective
to whether or not you are ready to compete.

Riding with accuracy is a fun challenge when
riding a dressage test. You have to learn
the “math,” such as learning the size of the
arena, the distance between letters and how
to ride the figures with accuracy.

Here are a few tips to consider that will help
you know if you’re ready for that first show.
The following tips can also be used to improve
some difficulties that you may be having as
you train.
Know what skills are in a test and what
level you should start with. If you are not
loping confidently yet, you can start with
the levels that have walk and jog only.
You can get the western dressage tests
from Western Dressage Association of
America (WDAA) by going online to www.
westerndressageassociation.org.
If you are intimidated about remembering the
test, you can have someone go with you in the
ring and “call out the test” for you. This is a
great confidence builder; however, make sure
you practice with the “call person” at home
before you compete.
Walk the test on the ground with the test in
your hand, calling out the test as you walk it.
This is the best way to learn the test, without
the horse. Get familiar with the transitions,

Make sure that you get tests that describe
each component and the objectives of
what the judge will be looking for in each
transition, gait, and figure. I use Dressage
Illustrations. Even though it is just available
now for English Dressage, it is good to study
the Training, First, and Second levels as you
will gain helpful knowledge that you can
relate to Western Dressage. There are judging
objectives on the western dressage tests too.
Check out our Palm Partnership Training
books available on our website. Practice the
tests at home. It will give you the confidence
if you are doing the test consistently. Learn
your challenge areas and work with your
instructor or DVDs to improve. Have someone
video tape you so you can see your progress
as well.
The final step as to whether you’re ready to
show is becoming excited about showing.
You have to want to compete for all the right
reasons. There is no better feeling than
seeing all your hard work and dedication pay
off and come together. You have to plan, set
achievable goals and go for it!

to build your horse into a willing partner that
is happy to compete. It is so much fun to learn
to dance with your horse and become one
together in harmony.
Now get out there, set a goal to show and
have fun! You will get your test back from the
judge with scores, comments and homework
for the next show. Another great part of
Dressage is that you compete at a scheduled
time of the day. You know right when you
need to be ready to compete. This is the best
way to prepare you and your horse to do your
best. Good Luck!
We love to share our dressage backgrounds
and knowledge with you and would love to
have you come ride with us. You can join us
at our farm in Ocala, Florida, or at one of our
Ride Well Clinics on our USA Tour at a location
near you.

For more information on clinics and
training materials, please visit www.
lynnpalm.com or call us at 800-5032824.

If you do one show and test, you may be
hooked forever. Join us and learn how to
become a better rider. We can teach you how

List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

Marketplace.HorseDigests.com
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Six Points to
Consider Before
Using a

Calming
Supplement
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.
Travel and competition season is upon us, and “show nerves” are common, even in horses. Agitated, nervous horses that are normally well
behaved may benefit from a calming supplement. These products can
contain vitamins, or minerals, or herbs, or amino acids. So, which to
choose and how best to use them? Before making a decision, consider
these important points:
· An empty stomach is the main cause for behavioral issues—forage
(hay and/or pasture) should be available at all times.
· Magnesium deficiency may be the issue, since most horses don’t get
enough of this mineral—if this is true for your horse, supplementing
5,000 mg of magnesium per 500 lbs of body weight will make a positive
change in demeanor.
· A borderline B vitamin deficiency will affect behavior and can result when the hindgut microbial population is compromised by stress,
high starch diets, illness, or antibiotics. Thiamin (vitamin B1) has been
shown to be especially effective at high doses (1 mg per pound of body
weight). Prebiotics that feed existing microbes also result in more B
vitamin production.
· Tryptophan, an essential amino acid, leads to serotonin synthesis in
the brain and can be useful in soothing a nervous horse. For this effect
to occur, it is best to offer tryptophan as a paste between meals. When
added to a meal, tryptophan will not be used for serotonin production
and the calming effect will be significantly diminished.

· Caution! Herbs such as chamomile, valerian, black cohosh, ginger
root, and passion flower may have an over-tranquilizing effect, interact
with other medications, and have side effects. Consult with your veterinarian before using.
· Additional caution to you competitors out there: Always check any
supplements for ingredients prohibited by competition rules. Valerian
is such an example.
Permission to reprint this article is granted, provided attribution is given to Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. No editorial changes
may be made without her permission. Dr. Getty appreciates
being notified of any publication.

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an independent equine nutritionist with
a wide American and international following. Her research-based
approach optimizes equine health by aligning physiology and
instincts with correct feeding and nutrition practices.
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Overcome
Asymmetry
by Sandy Collier
Both Sides Need Work!  Myth: Every horse has
his “good” and “bad” side.
Reality:
It’s not a question of good and bad; it’s a question
of hollow and stiff. Most horses are asymmetrical
in a way that makes it easier for them to bend in
one direction than in the other. When riders think
in terms of good and bad, they naturally assume
they should work the bad side more to bring it up
to the level of the good.

Ride a Perfect Circle  This sounds easy, espe-

cially at a walk, but it isn’t! Once you master perfect circles in both directions, though, you’ll have
evened out your horse’s asymmetry and achieved
control over his entire body--essential for any
competitive event, as well as for safe, pleasurable
trail riding. You’ll also have learned how to overcome the effects of your horse’s favorite magnets.
Before you begin this exercise, turn your horse
out and/or work him from the ground to get the
“fresh” out and dial his attention in to you. Outfit
him in a plain snaffle bit (for clear, comfortable
communication) and his usual saddle. Work in an
enclosed area with good footing. If possible, work
on freshly groomed ground so you can easily see
your horse’s tracks, and/or enlist a friend to help
you gauge the symmetry of your circles.
The goal.
A perfect circle is precisely round as opposed to
oval, oblong, or egg-shaped. As your horse travels this circle, he should stay soft in your hand
and flexed slightly to the inside through his neck
and body. He should walk in an even, four-beat
rhythm, at a steady pace--no deviations in speed.
His hind feet should follow in the tracks of his
front. He should be equally soft and responsive in
either direction.
Here’s how.
Walk your horse forward, using both your legs
just behind the cinch to move him in an energetic
rhythm. Keeping both your legs active, and with
your hands 12 to 24 inches apart, apply light, direct-rein pressure on what will become the inside
rein to tip his nose to the inside of the circle you’re
putting him on (so you can just see the corner of
his inside eye). Use leg pressure and your outside
rein as need be to keep the circle round; how you
do this will depend on whether you’re traveling
to your horse’s hollow or stiff side, and where his
favorite magnet is.
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But in reality the so-called “good” side--the hollow or too-bendable side--needs as much work
as the so-called bad or stiff side, or else it can
become just as problematic. So, work each of
your horse’s sides equally, giving intelligent consideration to the tendencies of that side and how
to compensate for them.

keeping his body relatively straighter and avoiding bringing his nose to the inside (see diagram,
“To the Stiff Side,” above). Instead, he’ll lead with
his inside shoulder, letting his hind end drift out
while the forehand somewhat collapses the circle.
To correct this, pick up his inside shoulder with
a move I call “key in the ignition” (because it’s
similar to the motion we make when turning the
ignition key in a car). Bring your inside rein hand
close to his neck, lift it a bit, then twist your wrist
as if you’re turning a key in an ignition, so your
palm comes to face upward, making your pinkie
finger closest to your horse’s neck (while keeping
that rein on that side of his neck--do not bring
your hand over the neck or withers, a common
error). This tightens the rein slightly while giving
a lifting motion that helps lift the shoulder on that
side.

To the Hollow Side: Your horse will bend too

much, bringing his head and hind end too far into
the circle. Fix with your inside leg a few inches
behind the cinch to push his hind end back out,
your outside leg at the cinch to keep the shoulder
from drifting out, and enough tension on the outside rein to straighten his neck a bit (this will also
help keep the shoulder from drifting).

To the Stiff Side: Your horse will resist bending

and remain relatively straighter. His nose and hind
end won’t be to the inside of the circle. Fix with
your inside leg directly behind the cinch to encourage more bend. Also, use the “key in the ignition” with your inside rein to pick up that shoulder,
while opening your outside rein a bit to help stop
his forehand from collapsing in.
Dealing with the hollow side. Going in his hollow
direction (likely to the right), your horse will tend
to tip his nose in and bend too much, cocking
his hindquarters into the circle while the circle
gradually enlarges (see diagram, “To the Hollow
Side,” above).
To correct this, apply your inside leg a few inches
behind the cinch to push his rear end back out
onto the track of the circle. At the same time, keep
enough tension on the outside rein to keep his
shoulder from drifting out to the left, straightening out his neck a bit so you can see no more than
the corner of his inside eye. Apply your outside leg
right at the cinch; that will also help prevent that
shoulder from drifting out.
Dealing with the stiff side. To his stiff side (likely
to the left), your horse will tend to resist bending,

At the same time, apply pressure with your inside
leg directly behind the cinch to encourage more
bend, while pulling your outside rein slightly outward, moving your horse’s shoulders out to help
stop the forehand from collapsing in on the circle.
If necessary, use your outside leg a few inches
behind the cinch to keep his hindquarters from
moving out.
Dealing with magnets. How you compensate for
a magnet will depend on where you are on the
circle with respect to the magnet. If you’re on the
side of the circle that’s farthest from the magnet
(say, the barn), your horse will fall into the circle
toward the magnet (see diagram, “Magnets,” below). In other words, he’ll speed up and cut in on
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

the circle because he wants to get to the barn. Fix this by picking up the
shoulder that’s falling in, using the key-in-ignition movement I described
earlier.
At the same time, pull your outside rein away from the magnet and use your
inside leg at the cinch to push his shoulders outward, back onto the circle.
Then, overcorrect slightly by making your horse move a bit farther out on the
far side of the circle, while still maintaining his body on the same arc of the
circle. (Overcorrections work because they eventually enable the two of you
to “meet” in the middle--that is, correct--ground.)
If you’re on the side of the circle closest to the magnet, your horse will bulge
out of the circle as he’s drawn to the barn (refer again to the diagram). Fix
this by drawing your outside rein back and against your horse’s neck, to stop
the outward drift of his shoulder, and applying your outside leg just behind
the cinch to correct the outward bulge in his barrel. Overcorrect by making
him cut across the circle (as if, on a baseball diamond, you’re going from
“first base” to “third,” leaving out “second”).
Now you know how to overcome asymmetry and magnets to make your
circles truly round. Apply these techniques every time you ride a circle, and
be sure to work equally in both directions.

Sandy Collier is the author of Reining Essentials: How to Excel
In Western’s Hottest Sport, from which this article was adapted.
The Buellton, Calif., trainer is the only woman to have won the
open division of the World Championship Snaffle Bit Futurity;
she’s also an AQHA World Show champion (in junior working
cow horse). For more of her “training secrets for a better-broke
horse,” refer to the book, available at HorseBooksEtc.com.
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Have a Horse That

CONSTANTLY
SPOOKS?
Consider This Fix!
by Larry Trocha
Dear Friend and Horseman,
Larry Trocha here with another “Horse Training
Tips Insider”.
In this issue, I’m going to talk about horses
that spook and what you can do about it.
First, let me say that a certain amount of
“spooking” is normal for a horse. It’s part of
his survival instinct. Evolution has produced a
horse that managed to survive by being wary.
The horses that weren’t wary got eaten by
predators.
Because a horse has this inborn survival instinct, there are certain instances when
“spooking” is an absolutely appropriate behavior… Something jumping up out of the
bushes, a quick, sudden movement or something that looks like a hiding predator.
The reality is, every horse will spook at something sometime. There’s just no getting around
it. It’s his nature. However, there are also times
when a horse is spooking at something when
there is no good reason for him to spook… an
object that he has seen hundreds of times or
an object that is a very long ways away.
There are also horses that seem to spook at
everything all the time. These usually have
problems with their VISION or they have developed a SPOOKING PHOBIA.
The very first horse I owned when I was a kid,
had a spooking phobia. His name was “Lucky”
and he was one of the most dangerous horses
I’ve ever ridden. Actually, I was the one who
was “lucky”. Lucky to have survived riding
him!
My parents bought Lucky for me when I was
7 years old. He cost $75 and that included the
saddle, bridle and brushes. At that cheap price,
you had to know something was wrong. Unfortunately, my parents weren’t horsemen. They
had no idea how dangerous Lucky was.
I discovered right away, Lucky was a habitual
spooker. When I first got him, he would spook
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almost every ride. I can remember it like it
was yesterday. We’d be riding down the side
of the road (we lived way out in the country)
and all of a sudden Lucky’s head would shoot
up as high as it would go. He would be looking
at something waaaay off in the distance. He
would then let out a loud snort, wheel around
180 degrees, bog his head and buck 4 or 5
jumps, then take off for home at a dead run.
I was bucked off in the ditch beside the road so
many times I lost count. Eventually, I learned
to weather the bucking storm. Lucky would
wheel and go to bucking and I could ride it but
I still couldn’t stop him.
He’d be running towards home full out. I mean
really stampeding. When he realized I was still
on his back, he would try other tactics to get
me off. His favorite was to take me under the
neighbor’s clothesline. At a dead run, he’d turn
and go up the first drive way we’d come to.
Then, zero in on the clothesline and take me
under it to knock me off.
It was weird but Lucky was a genius at finding
a clothesline to take me under. He knew there
would always be one located beside a farm
house. It was amazing (and scary) the way he
would spot it and then head for the target like
a guided missile.
I learned to step over and ride the side of the
horse… the way I saw Indians do it on TV. This
kept me from getting “clotheslined” right out
of the saddle. Of course, when the clothesline
tactic didn’t work, Lucky would then head for
a tree or a building and try to scrape me off
on that. Again, stepping over and riding in one
stirrup kept me aboard. (My saddle sure got
tore up, though).
Lucky never did completely get over his
spooking habit. However, once he learned that
he couldn’t get me off, he didn’t spook nearly
as often.
Had I known then what I know now, I could
have fixed him.
As a professional horseman, specialty is training cutting and reining horses. However, my

clients bring me plenty of horses which have
a bad spooking problem. Bad enough to make
them dangerous to ride.

Here’s what I do to fix it!
As soon as the horse sees a scary object and
starts to spook, I start schooling him to get him
listening to me instead of concentrating on the
scary object. I keep him busy and MOVING.
Example:
Let’s say I’m riding in the pasture and my
horse sees a deer off in the distance and
starts to spook. I’ll immediately start to trot
very small circles and ask the horse to give his
head into the circle.
I might stop him, rollback and trot the other
way. I might spin him, back up or sidepass. Do
anything that will take his mind off spooking.
The idea is to keep him busy to get his mind
on me instead of the scary object. As soon as
he’s listening to me and starting to get a little
tired, I’ll let him stand and rest while facing
the scary object.
Usually, the horse is more interested in catching his breath than spooking. This teaches him
to associate “resting” with “NOT spooking”.
With most normal horses, this is all you’ll have
to do to address the problem.
Now, I realize some people own horses that
seem to be scared of everything and they
spook all the time… seemingly for no reason.
Be aware, this isn’t normal behavior for a MATURE horse. Either his eyesight is bad or he
has developed a phobia about spooking. (Note:
A young horse may spook simply because of
inexperience).
If your horse is old enough to know better but
still constantly spooks, have a vet test the
horse’s vision. If his vision seems okay, you
need to address the problem as a spooking
phobia.
I’ve ridden horses that would spook every five
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

seconds and jump out from under me or do some other dangerous
action. They injured their owners plenty of times. Often breaking the
owner’s ribs or wrists when they fell off and hit the ground.
Many of those horses discovered that “SPOOKING” was a good way
to unload the rider and get out of work. Once a horse realizes he can
do that… he’s dangerous to ride because he’ll do it again and again.

Here’s how I get a problem spooker to see the
error of his ways.
I make the act of “spooking” very, very uncomfortable for him. Let
me repeat that in other words… Whenever a horse spooks for no
good reason, I make him wish he hadn’t.
I may spin him hard and fast. Or I might spank his butt and make
him drive forward into small circles. Or I might pull him hard into an
abrupt stop.
In short, I make him associate “spooking” with unpleasant, hard
work. Within a few rides, he won’t be so keen to spook any more.
He’ll figure it just isn’t worth it.
You might keep this information in mind the next time your horse
decides to spook and unload you in the ditch.
Note:
Be aware, horses which are well broke and have a good handle on
them, are more controllable… and way more spook-proof than a
horse which isn’t well trained.
Okay, that’s all for this issue. I hope you found it useful.
If you would like more information about how to fix horses with bad
behavior problems… like horses that buck, rear, bite, kick or spook,
go to my website.
You’ll find both free training as well as premium paid solutions.
Take care,
Larry Trocha

About the author, Larry Trocha lives in Acampo, California where
he trains horses for the public. Larry also offers instruction to
riders who want to learn reining, cutting or reined cow horse. You
can contact Larry via his website: www.HorseTrainingVideos.com
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Big

GAINS
by Addison Fjelstad

This month has been pretty busy for me and Latte.
She was exposed to quite a bit this month due to
the fact that the weather finally decided to cooperate and make outside work easier. We have
been working a lot on lunging and respecting the
lounge line. Initially, she started out pulling on the
line and throwing her head, but as time went on
she has really started to respect the little tugs on
the lounge line when I want her to shorten her
circle around me. She has also started listening
to when I say woah and has done really well at
learning to respect that.
I have also been working a lot on leading as well.
She has known how to lead pretty well since October, but I started to work a lot on her trotting
as well as her stopping and backing. She started
doing well with the stops last month, but has improved immensely this month. She will now pay
attention to me and stop without me having to
pull on the lead rope at all. Instead, she pays attention to me and my body language and when I
stop then she does too. I have also been working on her pivoting and she has started to pivot
around very correctly and very easily. The trotting
is improving a ton and she is starting to trot behind me with little encouragement.
This month Latte also went on her first trip away
from my farm. I took her to the barn that I train
and ride and my show horses stay at. To do this
we had to load in the trailer. At first I thought that
this would be something that would take a lot of
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time. Instead, she walked right up
to the trailer, sniffed it a bit, and
stepped right in. She then unloaded with the same, calm attitude.
After practicing this for a few days
we took her to the barn that I ride
at. She spent some time tied to
the trailer and then to the arena. She was ponied
around for a bit behind one of the horses and was
exposed to the cattle there. She was really good
and handled it all very well.
Now that the grass has come back she is put in

the pasture all day and brought in at night, she is
grained morning and night and is fed a scoop of
strategy in the morning and at night. She is also
fed alfalfa hay and I feel that she is growing up
very nicely. I can’t wait to show her this summer
in some halter classes and watch her continuously progress as she grows older.

Thanks to SunUp Ranch, Brainard,MN for giving Addison this Filly to raise and train, AQHA
for putting such a great program in place and Monty Bruce, Northwood, IA for being the AQHA
Professional Horseman giving guidance.
AQHA Young Horse Development Program is for older AQHYA members who want to participate
in a hands-on horse training opportunity that will teach the fundamentals of horsemanship. The
youth will have the chance to showcase their skills and knowledge acquired at designated events
where they can earn scholarships and prizes.
AQHYA members have the chance to receive a free weanling from several generous AQHA
Ranching Heritage Breeders. To be eligible to receive a free foal, youth applicants must submit
their applications to receive a foal by late Summer.
The second way youth can participate in the Ranching Heritage Young Horse Development
Program is to purchase a Ranching Heritage Challenge-nominated foal from a Ranching Heritage
Breeder before early Fall.
Visit www.aqha.com for information on this programs and forms to participate.
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Keeping Training Fresh...

GET PURPOSE:

Valuable lessons for every rider learned
from my ranching experience
Photo by Robin Duncan Photography

by Jonathan Field

There is nothing more fun and productive for in us humans causes us to have a hard time faced challenges with my horses in the arena
me and my horses than when we have a real letting go and consequently struggle with that I never would have had out on the range
purpose. Whether it is gathering the cows, events that are over and that we can’t change.    gathering cattle. It wasn’t until I understood
jumping a log, or climbing a mountain, it is an
how to bring the lesson of purpose into the
opportunity for us to do something together.   
The Importance arena that my opinion changed and my horses
When I see riders and horses going around an
and I started to enjoy arena riding.
of Purpose
arena with a grimace on their faces, looking as
if they are on their way to a funeral, I know they
I want to share with Here are some common themes that many
are lacking purpose. Horsemanship needs to
you a bit of my his- people face with their horses that just are not
be fun! Interactive ‘conversations’ with your
tory to help you common on the ranch:
horse should continuously change and grow.
understand
how
I came to realize Arena sour
In this article, I want to share some of the valuthe importance of   
able lessons I gathered from my working ranch
bringing purpose So many of the horses I see can be described
experience as a cowboy, ones that I still use
into my training as ‘arena sour’. In the arena, they are unhappy,
today, in every session with my horses. These
sessions. From an unwilling, lethargic or uneasy. They can’t wait
clear purpose-driven exercises will allow you
early age, I was until it is over so they can go back to their pen.
to discover how to mark your progress, have
lucky to be a part of On the ranch, when riding out at first light, it
fun, and become better with each ride.
the local 4-H club, never felt or looked like that. Riders had focus
A definition - Riding with purpose: To ride with a where I rode both English and Western. Going and horses moved forward easily with ears up
strong intent towards an objective that has a clear to shows with my family and horse, Wee Mite and life in their stride. They were going somebeginning, middle and end.
Buck, kept weekends busy with grooming, pre- where and there was something to get done!
paring and competing. It was a wonderful exRiding With Purpose
perience for a kid, but my idea of fun changed When riding in the arena imagine as if you
quickly with one trip to the mountains and the were riding out to find the cattle. Use this
A good example from my ranching experience ranching country of the Nicola Valley in Merritt feeling to take your horse for a ride; don’t just
revolves around a typical day moving cattle BC, where my family was invited to take part be taken for a ride. This energetic intent comfrom on pasture to another. We start very in some cattle drives on the historic Quilchena ing up in you will give a sense of purpose, and
early in the morning at cow camp, gather the Ranch. The Quilchena Ranch, established in your horse will automatically think ‘this percattle in the north meadow, and then finish at the late 1800’s, is still one of the largest work- son has a plan and I need to tune in’.
the gate by the big stump. This description ing ranches in Canada today.
gives clear objective, beginning, middle and
Spooking
end. When the cows are through the gate by It took just one day out on the range with the
the stump, then the day is over. Even though cowboys, cattle, working dogs and amazing Another pattern I noticed outside of ranching
everything may not have gone as planned, scenery. I had made up my mind: I was done life was incessant spooking in the arena and
what’s done is done, and everyone heads back with jodhpurs and top hat - I wanted to be a on the trail. It’s not that ranch horses don’t
to camp. We never let the cows out for a ‘do- real cowboy! I loved the idea of life out on the spook, but it is infrequent. Since the cowboy
over’ to get it just perfect! What we can do range, with horses, doing a job that couldn’t be is always on his way somewhere, anything the
is reflect on how to attempt to be better the done without them. There were no quads or ranch horse could spook at never gets valinext time.
helicopters. It was a step back in time, moving dated by stopping to sniff it.
cattle like it was done a hunThe lesson here is so valuable. With this dred years ago. I thought I
level of clarity in a session with a horse you was in a Louis L’amour book!
don’t get lost in some menial task or agenda
that can easily be turned in to picking on the Year after year, I returned to
horse. The last move you just did is over. All the Quilchena Ranch, and
you can do now is set up the next time better eventually worked my way
for a different outcome. The predatory nature up to being a real cowboy,
completing all the daily
tasks and living in a cow
camp. This period in my life
shaped my way of thinking
far beyond what I could ever
have expected or imagined.    
After my ranching experience, I really disliked riding in an arena. I found it
Photo by Robin Duncan Photography
Photo by Robin Duncan Photography
pointless and monotonous. I
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When my horse spooks at something, I stay
strongly focused on where I am going and the
speed in which I am traveling. This is another
example of when it is important to ride with
a strong sense of purpose. It will bring your
horse’s attention back to you and away from
all outside stimuli like scary rocks or black
stumps.
Only on rare occasions in an arena, when my
horse persists with something that is bothersome, will I make a point of resting him beside
the object and allow him to sniff it. I will only
do this after I am done what I was doing. The
reason that I wait until I am done is because
I don’t want to allow the spook to get me off
track! Horses can figure out pretty quickly
that spooking is a way of avoiding something
you may have been asking them to do.

Fights
The final observation I have is the number of
pointless fights that can go on too long over
nothing. What may have started out as a miscommunication, a spook or a question of control, can quickly be escalated into something
more by the rider. I am not saying there aren’t
struggles between cowboys and their horses
now and again, but if there is a struggle, it
rarely self-perpetuates, because the job of
looking after the herd is more important. Besides that, repeatedly ‘tuning up their horse’
was not respected. The boss would also say
“Leave that horse alone and get back to your
job.”
When a struggle between you and your horse
arises don’t let it escalate and get you off
track. Try imagining the cow boss yelling at
you, like he did at me so many times, to get
back to what you were doing and leave that
horse alone! You will find that if you don’t add
fuel to each struggle, the struggles will diminish. This doesn’t mean there aren’t occasions
where you need to deal directly with an issue
for safety or training, but generally speaking,
stopping all the time to ‘train the horse’ is over
done and a loss of focus.
      
Here are some ideas to bring ‘purpose’ to your
arena or trail ride. Give each one of these suggestions a try and then use your imagination
to create a sense of purpose in both you and
your horse.

A Timed Event
This is a fun exercise
I do on a regular basis to see how short
or long I can get my
horse to travel. I first
mark out a path close
to the arena rail. I
then use a stop watch
to time how slow and
how fast I can ride
my horse around this
path. I record the
times for the slow and fast walk, trot and can-
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ter. I mark down my slow/fast times and try
to improve by increasing the spread time. You
want the biggest spread time possible.
The value in this exercise is huge because
the lengthening and shortening of a horse’s
stride is used so much when training to higher
goals. You will be able to find that really comfy trot or canter and build towards engagement and collection in your horse.      
Here is an example from my young horse Tessa.
Slow trot        
41
Fast trot		
-    25
Spread         16 seconds
Slow Canter        
32
Fast Canter             -15
Spread        17 seconds
Post your results for your future reference and
get a competition going in your barn to see
who can have the most spread in time between fast and slow. This works with horses
of all shapes and sizes. Some will find it more
challenging going fast while others will find it
more difficult going slow. I love this exercise
because it is one of the few objective tests we
can use to mark the improvement of our horses from month to month. We also do this at
our ranch with a mowed pathway in a pasture
or through a trail loop.

Obstacle course
to a ‘neutral
sweet spot’
Make a course incorporating
components that you’ve
been playing with
and have clearly
marked places to
go. The key here is
to have the start and
the finish be a place
of relaxation that I
call the Neutral Sweet spot.
In the middle of the course, you can add a
jump, a half pass, a lead change, a change
of speed, a squeeze between two barrels, or
a walk over a tarp, but then you must finish
at the neutral sweet spot and wait for relaxation. Often I will put the end resting spot in
the place that my horse likes the least in order
for him to like it more!
Go through the course you designed with a
sense of urgency, as if you were saving the
day and turning the herd. Make this as simple
or as complicated as you like, keeping in mind
the appropriate level of challenge for you and
the horse you are riding.
A safety note: I won’t ask a horse over a tarp
if they have shoes on. The tarp could easily get
caught on a shoe potentially causing a dangerous
situation, as the tarp chases you across the arena
attached to your horse’s foot!

In Summary
The chance to move cattle on a working ranch
can be one of the most amazing experiences
of your life. A piece of advice here: if you take
a trip to a working ranch, make sure you are
well matched with the right horse for that environment so you can enjoy yourself.
In the meantime, take these lessons and exercises that I’ve learnt from the ranch and use
them to incorporate purpose into every aspect
of life with your horse. The results will astonish you!

And remember Stay ‘Inspired
by Horses’
Daily ways to add purpose
• Open a gate
• Jingle the horses in
• Drag a log
• Move cattle
• Sit on your horse while you observe a show
or a lesson
• Pick up the mail
• Harrow the arena
• Pack salt blocks to the fields
• Check the fence line
• Trot to the neighbors for a visit

About Jonathan Field
Jonathan travels across North
America appearing at expos and
teaching students of all skill levels.
Performing with several of his
own horses of different breeds,
Jonathan has a distinct talent for
teaching people how to elevate their
horsemanship and take their horses
to higher levels of accomplishment
- and he does it with humor and
kindness. He continually explores
the realm of equine psychology and
is always developing innovative
ways to improve on the horse/
human relationship and how to
teach that to others. Jonathan has
also documented his horsemanship
teachings in home study DVDs that
have proven successful for horse
people around the world.
A gifted clinician and teacher,
Jonathan Field was presented
the 2010 Readers Choice Award
for Exceptional Equestrian by
Canadian Horse Journals Magazine.
Determined to become the best
horseman he can be, he is also driven
to share his knowledge.
Jonathan, his wife Angie, and their
two young sons Weston and Mason
live in British Columbia, where
he maintains two horsemanship
teaching centres in Western Canada,
just east of Vancouver.
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•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640 • tod@wwt.net
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2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!

Denny’s Trailer Sales

507-352-5491

COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY!
SAVE $$$ at Denny's Trailer Sales

Trade In's Welcom
e!
Financing and
delivery available!

www.dennystrailersales.com • grell1@hmtel.com

Horse Digest
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Bronco Billy’s Haynets
Round bale haynets
save money, time
and they reduce hay
waste. Hay can last
30% to 50% longer.
Haynets reduce aggression, and slow
eating, as feed is
ingested at a slower
rate, just as nature
intended. They are
ideal for insulin
resistant horses

FREE

SHIP

PING

Hay squandered.

Hay saved!

Large Round Bale Nets $159.00
Small Square Bale Nets $45.00
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Bronco Billy’s haynets are made in the USA.

712-322-7957

www.haynets.biz
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Netting Details: #36 x 1 3/4” (381 lb./twine
Twisted-Knotted Nylon Netting. Black Colored/Bonded
Netting. UV Stabilized (square mesh): 2.5mm twine.

www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
Affordable website design & hosting.
Three page website special $125.
Classifieds, Country Kitchen, featured stallion & more!
www.stallionstation.com

Horse Digest

Follow
Performance
Horse
Digest
on all
your favorite
social media
sites
@ HorseDigest

www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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If you are going to feed

like a pig,

your horse

buy a pig!
Why you should NOT feed grain to your horse
Horses are herbivores. Their systems are designed to eat and digest forage.
As wild horses evolved, they ate forage, not grains. Only recently has man
opted to feed grain to horses – likely because that is what other
domesticated animals are commonly fed.

A horse's system is designed to digest
forage, not grain
Horses have a relatively small stomach and small intestine but a large hindgut
(large intestine and cecum). Horses do best when they eat small meals many
times per day. As horses graze on forage, the food passes quickly through the
stomach and small intestine and into the hindgut, a large vat where
fermentation and digestion occur.
Grain, on the other hand, which is made up primarily of starches and sugars,
must be digested in the stomach and small intestine. Because food travels
so quickly through a horse's stomach and small intestine, digestion of grain is
inefficient. Horses are not designed to eat grain. Nor are they "meal" eaters.

Square Meal Feeds are forage-based,
complete feeds that give your horse
everything it needs – and nothing it doesn't
Square Meal Feeds are forage-based, complete horse feeds made primarily
of alfalfa and grass. Alfalfa is a legume that produces its own nitrogen and
protein. Both alfalfa and grass are cellulose-type plant structures, which
are not efficiently digested in simple-stomach animals. The forage in Square
Meal Feeds passes rapidly through the stomach and small intestine to the
hindgut, for fermentation and digestion of the available nutrients.

Feeding Square Meal Feeds is
convenient and easy
Square Meal Feeds come in biscuit form and are packaged in 40-lb.
recyclable bags. Square Meal is designed to be fed free-choice 24/7 –
just like grazing in the wild. With Square Meal Feeds, every mouthful is
the same, so it is a consistent form of forage.
Square Meal is low in starch and sugar and is fed by weight, not by bale.
There is little waste with Square Meal, and you'll appreciate the reduced
storage space required and the clean handling. Square Meal is also easy
to transport, so your horse can stay on the same diet while traveling.

Developed by a veterinarian and
ﬁfth-generation farmer
Square Meal Feeds were developed by a veterinarian and fifth-generation
family farmer whose cropping program focuses on forage production. All
Square Meal Feed products were developed with a keen interest in equine
nutrition and a strong belief that the best medicine is prevention and that
prevention starts with the right nutrition.

Supported by a decade of research
Feeding your horse Square Meal Feeds not only makes sense from a
horse physiology standpoint, it is also supported by a decade of research
at multiple major universities, including Rutgers University, North Carolina
State University and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This
research found that Square Meal Feeds provide numerous nutritional and
feed-efficiency benefits. It also validated the nutritional safety of adopting
a forage diet.

Square Meal Feeds has a feed for every horse
Square Meal Feeds are available in four formulas – there is one that is right for your horse:
Next Generation is designed specifically for young foals up to 2 years old.
Happy Horse is the all-around Square Meal Feed and maintenance formula.
Equine Winner was developed for high-performance horses.
Senior Supper is formulated for mature horses.

To learn more about feeding your horse
forage-based Square Meal Feeds, go to

www.squaremealfeeds.com
Horse Digest
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